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57 ABSTRACT 

A cloud cover trapping air pollutants over an affected region 
is dispersed by anchored balloons positioned closely above the 
cloud cover adjacent to the cloud trap. Heat radiated from the 
balloons produces a thermal updraft to change the charac 
teristics of the clouds and subject them to the dispersal effects 
of air currents and wind. 

13 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures 
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1. 

SOLARTEMPERATURE INVERSON DEVICE 
This invention relates to a method for artificially altering 

naturally occurring atmospheric phenomena that is detrimen 
tal to human existence and more particularly to an artificial 
method of dispersing pollution trapping cloud covers. 
Over many regions of the earth, stationary cloud covers 

arise because of mountain ranges, stationary fronts and other 
physical or atmospheric conditions. These cloud covers have 
created serious health hazards since they cause concentration 
of air pollutants therebelow. This condition is particularly 
worrisome for example in regions surrounding the San 
Bernadino Mountains. It is therefore a primary object of the 
present invention to provide artificial means for dispersing sta 
tionary clouds or cloud covers trapped by physical means or 
atmospheric conditions. 

In accordance with the present invention, a stationary cloud 
cover is dispersed by anchoring and positioning a plurality of 
balloons at an elevation just above the cloud cover to radiate 
heat and produce a thermal updraft causing a change in the 
cloud formation so as to subject the clouds to the dispersal ef 
fects of air currents and winds. 
These together with other objects and advantages which will 

become subsequently apparent reside in the details of con 
struction and operation as more fully hereinafter described 
and claimed, reference being had to the accompanying 
drawings forming a part hereof, wherein like numerals refer to 
like parts throughout, and in which: 
FIG. 1 is a schematic side view of a region to which the 

system of the present invention is applied prior to dispersal of 
a stationary cloud cover. 
FIG. 2 is a view similar to FIG. 1 during dispersal of the 

cloud cover. 
FIG. 3 is an enlarged side elevational view of one of the bal 

loons illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2. 
Referring now to the drawings in detail, FIG. 1 illustrates a 

stationary cloud cover generally denoted by reference nu 
meral 10 trapped above an affected region 12 by a mountain 
14 as one type of trap. As a result of this condition, a concen 
tration of air pollutants such as smoke and smog occurs over 
the region 12 which may be detrimental to the health and well 
being of the inhabitants of the region. This condition can be 
alleviated by radically changing the cloud formation thereby 
subjecting the cloud to the natural dispersal effects of air cur 
rents and winds. 

In order to artificially disperse the cloud cover, a plurality of 
buoyant balloons 16 are anchored by cables 18 and ground 
anchors 20 at spaced locations adjacent to the cloud trapping 
mountain 14. The height of these balloons is adjusted to eleva 
tions just above the cloud cover 10 as shown in FIG. 1. 
As more clearly seen in FIG. 3, each of the balloons 16 is 

provided with a dark external surface adapted to absorb heat 
radiated from the sun 18 as diagrammatically shown in FIG. 1. 
Thus, heat will be radiated from the balloons producing a ther 
mal updraft. 
As a result of the thermal updraft produced by the balloons 

16, the cloud formation is changed so that the cloud cover 10 
shown as a strato-cunnulus formation in FIG. , will be con 
verted into cumulus or cumulus-nimbus cloud formations 22 
as shown in FIG. 2. The cloud formations 22 will as a result of 
a thermal updraft extend above the cloud trapping mountain 
14 so as to be affected by the cloud dispersing effects of air 
currents and wind. Accordingly, smog and smoke and other 
air pollutants otherwise concentrated over the region 12 may 
be dispersed. 

It will be apparent that the foregoing method will be ap 
plicable to cloud covers also rendered stationary as a result of 
various atmospheric conditions such as stationary fronts. For 
the purposes of the present invention, it has been found that 
the balloons should be approximately 100 feet long and 50 
feet in diameter and should be spaced apart between 100 and 
200 feet approximately. Also, while it has been found that suf 
ficient heat to produce the thermal updrafts will be radiated 
from balloons that have dark surfaces for absorbing the heat 
radiated from the sun, heat may be radiated at a higher rate 
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from the balloon devices if desired by utilizing solar energy 
heaters as boosters. 
The benefits of the present invention will become apparent 

as soon as an opening is formed in a cloud cover being treated, 
permitting the sun rays to pass through and produce thermal 
currents because of localize heating. Further, the method may 
also be useful in dispersing airborne aerosol concentrations in 
general in addition to moisture bearing clouds, such as smoke 
or smog and other atmospheric pollutants producing a "green 
housing" effect over an affected region. 
The foregoing is considered as illustrative only of the princi 

ples of the invention. Further, since numerous modifications 
and changes will readily occur to those skilled in the art, it is 
not desired to limit the invention to the exact construction and 
operation shown and described, and accordingly all suitable 
modifications and equivalents may be resorted to, falling 
within the scope of the invention as claimed. 
What is claimed as new is as follows: 
1. A method of dispersing an airborne concentration of 

aerosols at a predetermined elevation above an affected re 
gion on the surface of the earth, comprising the steps of: 
anchoring a plurality of atmospheric buoyant devices at 
horizontally spaced locations over the affected region; adjust 
ing the heights of said buoyant devices closely above said 
predetermined elevation; and radiating heat from said 
buoyant devices to artificially produce thermal updrafts. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said airborne concentra 
tion of aerosols is smoke or smog. 

3. A method of dispersing an airborne concentration of 
aerosols at a predetermined elevation above an affected re 
gion of the surface of the earth, comprising the steps of: 
anchoring atmospheric buoyant devices at spaced locations on 
the affected region; adjusting the heights of said buoyant 
devices closely above said predetermined elevation; and 
radiating heat from said buoyant devices to artificially 
produce a thermal updraft, the heat radiated from the buoyant 
devices being of solar origin. 

4. The method of claim 3 wherein said airborne concentra 
tion of aerosols is a stationary cloud cover. 

5. The method of claim 4 wherein the cloud cover is 
changed from strato-cumulus to cumulus and cumulus-nimbus 
formations by said thermal updraft. 

6. The method of claim 5 wherein said buoyant devices are 
black colored balloons spaced apart by 100 to 200 feet ap 
proximately. 

7. The method of claim 6 wherein said cloud cover is 
trapped by a mountain. 

8. The method of claim 4 wherein said cloud cover is 
trapped by a mountain. 

9. The method of claim 4 wherein said cloud cover is 
trapped by atmospheric trapping means. 

10. A method of dispersing an airborne concentration of 
aerosols at a predetermined elevation above an affected re 
gion on the surface of the earth, comprising the steps of: 
anchoring atmospheric buoyant devices at spaced locations on 
the affected region; adjusting the heights of said buoyant 
devices closely above said predetermined elevation; and 
radiating heat from said buoyant devices to artificially 
produce a thermal updraft, said buoyant devices being dark 
colored balloons spaced apart by 100 to 200 feet approxi 
mately. 

11. A method for artifically dispersing naturally occurring 
concentrations of aerosols at a predetermined elevation above 
an affected region on the surface of the earth, comprising the 
steps of positioning a plurality of buoyant balloons at substan 
tially stationary, horizontally spaced locations over the af 
fected region; vertically adjusting the elevations of said bal 
loons above said predetermined elevation; and emitting heat 
energy from said balloons at said vertically adjusted elevations 
to produce terminal updrafts. 

12. The method of claim 11 wherein the heat energy 
emitted is of solar origin. 

13. The method of claim 11 wherein said balloons are 
horizontally spaced apart by more than 100 feet. 
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